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Hey there,

As a creative, you post images and video of your work, as you should. But

to optimize your feed's value, you'll need other types of posts. Of course, it's

your feed so you can do what you know works, but mixing it up has proven

to give creators a bigger return for their time and effort.

To create a social feed that has variety and keep your followers engaged

use these 6 pillars as a guide: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Using a simple framework to map out your posts will help you balance

your social feed and make it work for you. This guide comes with ideas for

helping inspire your own posts. 
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Favorite Creative Podcast/Book

AMA - Ask Me Anything

Go LIVE With Your Talent 

GET TO KNOW YOU ENGAGEMENT

GIVE , GIVE , GIVE HIGHLIGHT THEM

SOCIAL PROOFREPUTATION BUILDER

Trivia Contest Giveaway

Ask For Follower Advice

Social Media Takeover 

Surprise Follower Discount

Social Only Deal

Free Creative Resource Link

Customer Spotlight

Follower Shoutout

Repost a Follower Post

Community Involvement

Press or Event Post

Business Milestone 

Testimonial of Your Work

Buyer Pic with Your Work

Brand Fan or Friend Feature 
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OVERVIEW

https://instagram.com/artsrow/


Share what you love to listen to or read . What inspires your creativity?

Let followers ask you questions . Show vulnerability and you 'll build trust . :)

Go LIVE to share news or your technique or a "behind-the-scenes". You build

more interest when you mix it up .  

GET TO KNOW YOU

https ://artsrow.com

GIVE , GIVE , GIVE

Announce a surprise discount or giveaway for one follower each week/mo . 

Show loyalty to your followers by offering a SOCIAL ONLY deal . 

Share a helpful resource of your own or from someone else like "Places to

Shop Local" or "How to Support Small Business During a Pandemic". 

ENGAGEMENT

Show your citizenship or involvement . Show how you help out in your

community . Your tribe will be inspired to support . Everyone loves a giver .

Post your featured work (past or present) at venues , events , blogs or in the

press!

Post your business milestones big or small . It build trust and familiarity .
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Build up a customer for something other than them purchasing from you . 

Do a follower shoutout of someone who is a frequent flyer (shows you regular

support in ways other than purchasing .)

See something newsworthy from a follower? Repost it and give them credit .

HIGHLIGHT THEM

REPUTATION BUILDER

https ://artsrow.com

SOCIAL PROOF

Testimonials confirm that your work is valued . Ask for them & share them.  

Take photos of your fans , customers or clients when possible . Post pictures . 

Do you have a super fan? Or is there someone who 's bought multiple times

from you? If so , share and be sure to say they 're a valued "repeat" customer . 

Show your citizenship and involvement by sharing how you help out in your

community .

Post your featured work (past & present) at events , local spots or in the press .

Business milestones help your customers build trust in you and your brand .
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See You On
Social!  

Well, that's it for now. Those were just a few examples of the hundreds of

different ways you can mix up your feed with the 6 pillars. Best of luck!

Be sure to grab all the freebies that fit for your biz on artsrow.com. 

Take care and I'll see online!
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30 DAYS OF POST IDEAS
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Bonus

4 .

For those who love the grid... oh yeah!


